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ABSTRACT: The assumption that oxidative addition is the key step during the cross-coupling reaction of aryl halides has led to the 
development of a plethora of increasingly complex metal catalysts, thereby obviating in many cases the exact influence of the base, 
which is the simplest, inexpensive and necessary reagent for this paramount transformation. Here, a combined experimental and 
computational study shows that the oxidative addition is not the single kinetically relevant step in different cross-coupling reactions 
catalyzed by subnanometer Pt or Pd species, since the reactivity control is shifted toward subtle changes in the base. The exposed 
metal atoms in the cluster cooperate to enable an extremely easy oxidative addition of the aryl halide, even chlorides, and allow the 
base to bifurcate the coupling. With subnanometer Pd species, amines drive to the Heck reaction, carbonate drives to the Sonogahira 
reaction, and phosphate drives to the Suzuki reaction, while for Pt clusters and single atoms, good conversion is only achieved using 
acetate as a base. This base-controlled orthogonal reactivity with ligand-free catalysts opens new avenues in the design of cross-
coupling reactions in organic synthesis. 

INTRODUCTION 
Cross-coupling reactions of aryl halides are ubiquitous in mod-
ern synthetic chemistry, from research to industry.1 In general, 
the rate-determining step (RDS) of the coupling reaction is the 
oxidative addition of the aryl halide on the metal, which is re-
flected in the typical reactivity order I > Br >> Cl. The follow-
ing steps, i.e., transmetallation / alkene migratory insertion (for 
the Heck reaction) and reductive elimination, depend on the 
particular metal–organic reactant interaction that arises from 
the initial oxidative addition, and consequently, most efforts 
have focused on the design of organometallic species that are 
expected to collapse into the final coupling product. In contrast, 
the role of the base is usually overlooked, and it is commonly 
considered as a secondary player to capture released hydrogen 
atoms in a general way, although abstraction of the hydrogen 
atom out of the catalytic site is a fundamental part of the pro-
cess. Taking into account that the base is the most reactive of 
the coupling reagents and is added in excess with respect to any 
other species, it seems reasonable to think that it could influence 
not only the overall reaction rate but also the selectivity of the 
process.  
Ligand–free sub–nanometer Pd clusters are very active cata-
lysts for cross-coupling reactions.2 However, it has not been 
possible so far to assess the influence of the base on the reaction 
outcome, due to its excess in the reaction media and because the 
clusters are prepared and stabilized by acetate or amine bases 

in–situ, in reducing amide solvents. To address the action of the 
base during the coupling, without altering the catalyst, it is nec-
essary to independently prepare the clusters (ex–situ) and add 
them to the reaction mixture. Here, we show that not only Pd 
but also Pt, subnanometer species of a few atoms can be pre-
pared within ethylene vinyl alcohol co–polymer (EVOH) in a 
very simple, one–pot procedure to make stable and non–toxic 
(biocompatible) solid materials storable for at least 1 year. The 
solid–stabilized sub–nanometer Pd or Pt species catalyze the 
Heck, Suzuki and Sonogashira reactions of aryl halides, even 
chlorides, with simple inorganic bases, and experimental and 
computational evidence supports that the base that is employed 
directs the type of coupling to proceed. The fact that Pt, which 
traditionally has low activity as a catalyst for cross coupling re-
actions,3 becomes active if prepared as a sub–nanometer species 
assisted by an appropriate base, illustrates the importance of at-
omicity in metal catalysts for cross coupling reactions, and 
brings Pt to the selected group of metals4 that catalyze the Heck 
reaction by a recognizable redox mechanism.5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Synthesis and characterization of sub–nanometer Pd and Pt 
species in EVOH. 
The synthesis of Pd or Pt–containing EVOH co–polymers in-
volves the dissolution of a small amount (typically 0.4 wt%) of 
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Pd(OAc)2 or H2PtCl4 in the pre–polymeric hydroalcohol mix-
ture with a stoichiometric amount of carvacrol as a reducing 
agent, and extrusion at 80 ºC (Figure 1a). EVOH co–polymers 
are semi–crystalline solids that are widely used in the food–
packaging sector because they have outstanding oxygen barrier 
properties, chemical resistance and high transparency. In addi-
tion, the resulting, slightly yellow film of M@EVOH (M=Pd, 
Pt) contains a nominal amount of introduced metal, as assessed 
by inductively–coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP–MS) 
analysis of the metals extracted in isopropanol/water mixtures. 
In line with recently reported Cu or Au@EVOH,6,7 infrared 
spectroscopy reveals the retention of crystallinity in the EVOH 
material after metal incorporation and that the hydroxyl groups 
present in the polymer can act as reducing agents for the noble 
metal salt (Figure S1 in Supporting Information). As also ob-
served with Cu@EVOH,6 the addition of carvacrol as an addi-
tional reducing agent is beneficial for further reduction of the 
Pd or Pt salt. 

 

Figure 1. a) Synthesis of M@EVOH (M = Pd or Pt). b) Fluores-
cence microphotograph of Pt@EVOH (top) and EVOH (bottom). 
c) UV-vis absorption spectra of isopropanol/water Pd@EVOH 
(green line) and Pt@EVOH (orange line) extracts, metal salts (red 
line), cubo–octahedral Pt NPs of approximately 2 nm (blue line) 
and similar size Pd NPs (black line). 

Figure 1b shows a representative fluorescence microphotograph 
of Pt@EVOH prepared without carvacrol to avoid emission sig-
nals of the organic compound (see also Figure S2). The for-
mation of fluorescent compounds in the metal–containing film, 
clearly observed if compared to pristine EVOH, indicates the 
formation of sub–nanometer metal clusters, which present ab-
sorption and emission (fluorescence) properties in the ultravio-
let–visible (UV vis) region, whereas when the Pd or Pt salts are 
employed, the corresponding nanoparticles (NPs) do not. 
The sub–nanometer metal clusters can leach out from EVOH in 
diluted solutions, stabilized against aggregation by solvent mol-
ecules. The UV-vis absorption spectra of isopropanol/water ex-
tracts of Pd@EVOH (green line) and Pt@EVOH (orange line) 
in Figure 1c show clear bands at λ<350 nm, which are not ob-
served in the UV-vis spectra of Pd and Pt salts (red line), inde-
pendently prepared cubo–octahedral Pt NPs of ~2 nm (blue 
line) and Pd NPs of the same size (black line). According to the 
Jellium model, the 320–350 nm bands correspond to metal clus-
ters of <5 atoms within the error range, and the UV-vis emission 
measurements after subtracting blank EVOH with carvacrol 
(Figure S3) confirm the fluorescent nature and sub–nanometer 
size of the absorbing species. Analysis by electrospray ioniza-
tion with a time–of–flight mass detector (ESI–TOF, Figure S4) 
unambiguously shows, according to the isotopic pattern, that Pd 
clusters of less than 5 atoms (<600 Da) are the only species pre-
sent in the isopropanol/water extracts of Pd@EVOH, with no 
heavier aggregates up to 1500 Da. 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis of Pd@EVOH and 
Pt@EVOH extracts (Figure S5a, b) provides a radius of ~0.4–
0.6 nm for the leached metal clusters, which fits well with an 

estimated atomicity of ⁓5 atoms or less,2b together with distri-
bution curves for larger radii (1-3 nm). The appearance of dis-
tribution curves for larger radii (1-3 nm) is a physical property 
of the light scattering technique, in which the intensity of the 
light scattered is approximately the diameter 10 raised to the 
power 6, and given that this type of experiment considers the 
entire hydrodynamic radius, greater values might be as easily 
related to the solvated sub–nanometer clusters. The zeta poten-
tial of Pd@EVOH and Pt@EVOH extracts are nearly neutral 
(±6.0 mV, Figure S5b),2b,6 in sharp contrast with Pd and cubo–
octahedral Pt NPs that show a negative value of ~ -20 mV (Fig-
ure S5c). This agrees with the need of ultrasmall clusters to be 
stabilized by a number of strongly interacting solvent molecules 
in highly diluted solutions, much higher than NPs in compara-
tive terms per metal atom; thus, the classical electrostatic stabi-
lization of NP triggered by the potential surface is overridden 
by the stabilization with solvent molecules when the dilution is 
high enough, as is the case here. Notice that naked metal clus-
ters in highly diluted solutions also present near-zero zeta po-
tential values.6 
Despite the difficulties associated with the measurement of a 
polymer in high-resolution microscope conditions, with poten-
tial burning of the samples, agglomeration of the supported 
metal species and contamination of the detectors by volatile car-
bonaceous substances, a spherical aberration corrected trans-
mission electron microscope coupled to a high-angle annular 
dark field detector (HAADF-HRTEM) was used to analyze a 
sample of Pt@EVOH (0.2 wt% Pt) after gently depositing a 
sample of the solid dispersed in an organic solvent on the grid. 
After optimizing the recording conditions, the sample was sta-
ble enough to obtain some images, and the results obtained truly 
elucidate the nature of the Pt@EVOH catalyst. The images 
(Figures S6-8) show the concomitant presence of ultrasmall Pt 
clusters and <5 nm NPs with the remaining K and Cl atoms of 
the precursor K2PtCl4, as confirmed by energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS). It is difficult at this point to know whether 
or not the Pt NPs were generated during the preparation and 
analysis of the sample in the microscope. However, measure-
ments from different times show the progressive formation of 
the NPs after prolonged exposure to the electronic beam. Very 
short time measurements, <1 min mainly show the subnanome-
ter Pt species, which is in line with the characterization above 
and suggest that most of the observed Pt NPs are artifacts of the 
measurement. In any case, the predominant presence of subna-
nometer Pt clusters is clear. 
All of the characterization data strongly support the reduction, 
aggregation and stabilization of sub–nanometer species of Pd 
and Pt within the EVOH structure. Some Pt NPs can originally 
be in the polymer, but their low abundance and lack of activity 
during the reaction compared to the subnanometer Pt species 
(see below) makes them mostly irrelevant for catalysis. 
Heck reaction catalyzed by Pd clusters. 
The Heck reaction of aryl iodides and bromides with acrylates 
is readily catalyzed by in–situ formed Pd3–4 clusters after the 
endogenous reduction of Pd salts in aqueous amide solvents 
(DMF, NMP) at reaction temperatures >130 ºC.2b These reac-
tion conditions are mandatory for the formation and activity of 
the tiny clusters, since the amide solvent reduces and aggregates 
the Pd compounds only at those temperatures,8 with water as a 
cluster stabilizer.4 These restrictions in the reaction conditions 
severely limit the application of the catalytic Pd clusters for 
other substrates and, for instance, styrenes are not reactive. In 
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the present work, the stabilization of Pd clusters in EVOH co-
polymers allows us not only to use them on-demand as cata-
lysts, as shown below but also to test other reaction conditions 
for Heck coupling. Thus, Figure 2 shows that styrenes can be 
coupled with different aryl iodides and bromides in toluene at 
95 ºC, using dicyclohexyl methyl amine as a base, to produce 
the Heck products A1–A7 with good to excellent yields and 
with selectivity toward the trans isomer. Acrylate also engages 
well during the coupling (product A8).  

O2N
A1 88% (X=I)
10:90 cis:trans

A3 94% (X=I)
15:85 cis:trans

A5 92% (X=I)     67% (X=Br)

5:95 cis:trans
in both cases

R´

X

R
+

Pd@EVOH
(1.25 mol%)
Cy2NMe (2 eq.),

toluene (0.5 M), 95 ºC, 24 h
R´

R

F
A6 83% (X=I)

only trans

A1-8

0.1 mol% Pd
A8 98%, only trans (X=I)        86%, only trans (X=Br)

nBu
O

O

(X= I, Br)

MeO
A7 81% (X=I)

only trans

OMeMe

O

A4 95% (X=I)      80% (X=Br)

5:95 cis:trans
in both cases

Me

O

Me

A2 89% (X=I)
14:86 cis:trans

Me

 

Figure 2. Results of the Heck cross–coupling reaction of different 
iodo- and bromoarenes with alkenes using Pd@EVOH as a catalyst 
and toluene as a solvent. Full conversion occurred in all cases, and 
the mass balance was completed with the corresponding biphenyl 
and benzene derivatives. 

Kinetic experiments (Figure S9) do not show a visible induction 
period during coupling in toluene, which indicates that 
Pd@EVOH liberates the catalytically active sub–nanometer Pd 
clusters at the very beginning of the reaction. Notice that the 
activity of the Pd clusters is expected to occur in solution, since 
the clusters embedded within the polymeric framework are not 
accessible to reactants before their release. ICP MS analysis of 
the EVOH polymer after the reaction confirms the complete lib-
eration of the Pd cargo into solution. Nevertheless, a new ex-
periment where Pd@EVOH is pre–dissolved with an isopropa-
nol/water mixture before adding the reactants, which breaks the 
co–polymer crystallinity, shows a slightly faster initial rate than 
with Pd@EVOH directly. These results strongly suggest that 
Pd@EVOH can be used as a reservoir of sub–nanometer Pd 
clusters for the Heck reaction, to be liberated under the desired 
reaction conditions. 
Heck reaction catalyzed by Pt clusters. 
Pd and Ni compounds readily catalyze the Heck reaction, 
whereas the heavier element of group VIII, Pt, and any other 
metals, barely perform in the same manner.4,5 To our 
knowledge, only some Pt salts and complexes dissolved in boil-
ing amide solvents (DMF, NMP) have shown catalytic activity 
for Heck coupling,7 and these reaction conditions are those in 
which very active, catalytic, sub–nanometer Pd clusters for 
cross–coupling reactions are formed, as explained before.2b 
Thus, it may very well be that Pt clusters are the active species 
for Heck coupling and, if suitably prepared, will efficiently cat-
alyze the reaction. 
Table 1 shows a variety of Pt compounds (2 mol%) that catalyze 
the Heck reaction between iodobenzene A9 and butyl acrylate 
A10 with KOAc as a base, in NMP at 135 ºC for 24 h. These 
include different Pt4+ (entries 1–3), Pt2+ (entries 4–8) and Pt 
NPs, which can be either supported or not and present different 
sizes and shapes (nanocubic, cubo–octahedral, quasi–spherical 

and irregular NPs, entries 9–14, see also Figure S10).8 Pt che-
lates did not show better catalytic activity at lower temperatures 
(Table S1) or with other solvents (Table S2). All of the results 
provide lower yields than Pt@EVOH (93%, entry 15).  
 
 

nBu
OI

+
Pt catalyst (2 mol%)

Base (1.2 equivalents),
NMP (0.5 M), 135 ºC, 24 h

nBu
O

O O
A9 A10 A11  

Table 1. Results for the Heck reaction catalyzed by different Pt 
compounds, calculated by gas chromatogram (GC) using n–dodec-
ane as an external standard. Conversion refers to iodobenzene A9. 
Numbers in parentheses indicate isolated yields. The mass balance 
was completed with biphenyl and benzene.  

En-
try 

Pt Catalyst Base Conversion 
(%) 

A11 
(%) 

1 H2PtCl4 KOAc 100 76 
2 Bu3N <5 - 
3 PtCl4 (≥99.99%) KOAc 100 79(72) 
4 PtCl2 KOAc 100 75 
5 Pt(acac)2 KOAc 100 68 
6 Bu3N <5 - 
7 Pt(NH3)4(NO3)2 KOAc 100 84 
8 PtCl2COD KOAc 100 65 
9 Pt2+–zeolite 

NaY 
KOAc 100 

86 
10 Pt–C KOAc 89 69 
11 Bu3N <5 - 
12 cubo–octahedral 

Pt NPs 
KOAc 66 

   48 
13 nanocubic Pt 

NPs 
KOAc 60 

42 
14 irregular Pt NPs KOAc 77 55 
15 Pt@EVOH KOAc 100 93(86) 
16 Bu3N <5 - 
17 K2CO3 15 14 
18 K3PO4 30 27 
19 KOtBu <5 - 
20 KF <5 - 
21 Cy2NMe 25 22 

 
Analogous to Pd@EVOH, ICP MS analysis confirmed the rapid 
deliverance of Pt clusters into solution from Pt@EVOH, and if 
the reaction is performed with Pt@EVOH pre–dissolved in an 
isopropanol/water mixture, a slightly faster initial rate is found. 
These results indicate that Pt@EVOH acts well as a reservoir 
of the catalytically active Pt species for the cross–coupling re-
action, which are released under reaction conditions.  
The presence of Pd impurities that could catalyze the reaction 
was evaluated by ICP–MS and the results showed that, in gen-
eral, the tested Pt compounds contained <30 ppb of Pd. The re-
maining reagents, i.e., the organic substrates, KOAc and NMP, 
were also analyzed by ICP–MS after treatment with aqua regia 
and water extraction, and the results showed that the Pd content 
was <5 ppb. A sample of ultrapure PtCl4 (entry 3) produced a 
good yield of A11, and when the reaction was performed in new 
glassware, similar results were obtained. Increasing amounts of 
PdCl2 were added to the reaction system, up to 100 ppb, and 
neither the initial rate of the PtCl2–catalyzed reaction (~30 h-1) 
nor the final yield of A11 (75%, entry 4) were significantly 
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modified.9a These results show that Pd traces are not responsible 
for the observed activity. 

Figure 3. Kinetics for the Heck reaction shown in Table 1, cat-
alyzed with 0.5 mol% of different Pt compounds. Error bars ac-
count for 5% uncertainty.  

Figure 3 shows kinetic experiments for the Heck reaction with 
different Pt catalysts, and only Pt@EVOH presents a smooth 
kinetic profile with no induction time (orange line). PtCl4 (Pt4+), 
Pt(acac)2 (Pt2+) and Pt nanocubes (Pt0) all produced sigmoidal 
curves with clear induction times. Hot filtration leaching tests 
together with ICP–MS analysis confirmed that all catalytic ac-
tivity proceeds from the Pt species in solution.9b,c In addition, 
and only in the experiments with Pt salts, significant amounts 
of N–methyl succinimide (NMS), the oxidation product of 
NMP, were formed during the induction time. The formation of 
NMS is clearly indicative of the reduction of Pt at the expense 
of NMP oxidation, as it occurs for other metals.10 The kinetic 
profile of sub–nanometer Pt clusters independently prepared in 
amide solvents8 is very similar to Pt@EVOH, i.e., free of any 
induction time. Indeed, the kinetic curves show higher stability 
and activity of the Pt clusters if they are released from EVOH 
compared to when the clusters are formed in situ from Pt salts. 
These results suggest that sub–nanometer Pt clusters are the cat-
alytically active species in the reaction, but it is not possible to 
completely discard the presence of some single atoms or Pt(0) 
species together with the clusters. 
The induction time and the overall catalytic activity found for 
Pt NPs were longer and lower, respectively, than for the other 
catalysts. Since reduction cannot occur in this case, a dissolu-
tion/re–aggregation mechanism of Pt atoms can be operating for 
Pt NPs, as it occurs with Pd NPs.2,11 To confirm this hypothesis, 
the course of the reaction with Pt NP catalysts was followed 
concomitantly by GC kinetics and UV vis emission spectrome-
try (Figure S11). This was done to determine whether and when 
the clusters are formed along the reaction. To avoid aromatic 
compounds and traces of soluble Pt species that could be emit-
ted in the UV–vis region, the experiment was performed with 
1–iodo–1–octene as the halide coupling partner and Pt–C as the 
solid catalyst. The results show that fluorescent, sub–nanometer 
Pt clusters are detected when the induction time of the reaction 
finishes and the coupling product starts to evolve. Thus, it 
seems that active clusters form in solution from Pt NPs. 
To further confirm that sub–nanometer Pt species are the cata-
lytically active species and that the EVOH polymer does not 
dissolve nor interfere during the reaction,12 the Heck reaction 
catalyzed either by PtCl2 or Pt@EVOH was also monitored by 
NMR and Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy 

(Figures S12-S13). In the NMR experiments, deuterated DMF 
was used as solvent and 4–fluoroiodobenzene was chosen as a 
substrate to follow the reaction not only by 1H but also by 19F 
NMR spectroscopy. The results showed that the corresponding 
Heck product is visible for PtCl2 after an induction time, in ac-
cordance with the kinetic curves, whereas for Pt@EVOH, the 
product forms progressively during the reaction (Figure S12). 
In addition, no EVOH residues are detected in the 1H spectra, 
which indicates that the polymer is not dissolved under the re-
action conditions and, apparently, does not interact with soluble 
catalytic Pt species. In the FT-IR studies (Figure S13), although 
DMF signals dominate the spectra, it is possible to observe the 
lack of peaks corresponding to EVOH polymer, which indicates 
that no EVOH monomers leach into the solution during the re-
action, which is consistent with the NMR results. 
The ability of EVOH to generate and stabilize the tiny clusters 
is further illustrated by the fact that Pt@EVOH prepared with-
out carvacrol also catalyzes the reaction without any induction 
time (although at a lower rate), confirming that the EVOH struc-
ture alone can reduce the Pt salt and form the subnanometer 
species (Figure S14). Different EVOH compositions and curing 
methods including heat and UV light were tested, and most of 
the Pt@EVOH samples showed catalytic activity without in-
duction time. 
The reported data thus lead to the conclusion that the activity in 
all samples (Table 1) comes from sub–nanometer Pt species, 
formed from the reduction of Pt cations in the case of salts, and 
because of detachment in Pt NPs.  
To check the stability and nature of the sub–nanometer Pt spe-
cies during the reaction, we followed the Heck reaction in Table 
1 with the Pt@EVOH catalyst by collecting periodic samples 
and quenching them in–situ with high-surface active carbon in 
order to trap the metal species. In this way, we concomitantly 
monitored the Pt species during the reaction using four different 
techniques: UV–Vis and fluorescence spectrophotometry for 
the liquid samples before quenching, and high–angle annular 
dark–field scanning electron microscopy (HAADF–STEM) and 
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) for the supported Pt samples 
(Figures S15-17). First, absorbance and emission UV-Vis spec-
tra of samples taken at 10, 20, 45 and 90 min reaction time show 
the presence of clusters of ~3-5 atoms from the beginning of 
reaction until the reaction rate decreases. At 9 h, when the reac-
tion is finished, the fluorescence decays and the broad plasmon 
of Pt NPs begins to appear. These results suggest that Pt clus-
ters, or at least subnanometer Pt species, are responsible for ca-
talysis, and they finally aggregate into NPs when the reaction is 
finished. The sample impregnated on high surface area carbon 
at 90 min reaction time, after filtration and drying under a vac-
uum still shows mainly sub–nanometer Pt species in the 
HAADF–STEM images, whereas the sample at 9 h shows well-
defined Pt NPs. The XRD results further support these findings, 
since typical diffraction values of Pt NPs arise for the samples 
after longer reaction times. This combined study confirms that 
the subnanometer Pt species responsible for catalysis stabilize 
in the presence of the reactants while the reaction proceeds and 
progressively aggregate into catalytically inactive NPs. 
To clarify whether single-atom Pt species, together with metal 
clusters, are responsible for catalysis, PtCl4 and Pt(acac)2 were 
used as initial Pt sources and the Heck reaction was followed 
by UV-visible / fluorescence spectrophotometry and ultra-high 
pressure liquid chromatography–electrospray ionization mass–
spectrometry (UPLC–ESI–MS) analyses. PtCl4 forms clusters 
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during reaction, in accordance with the reported feasibility of 
noble metal cluster formation in the presence of chloride ani-
ons.13 In contrast, Pt(acac)2 generates single Pt atoms in NMP 
under basic conditions.3d The results show that both salts are 
reduced in less than 1 min under reaction conditions, since the 
corresponding absorption bands in the UV vis spectra disap-
pear. However, while PtCl4 aggregates into catalytically active 
Pt3-5 clusters after the induction time and shows clear emission 
bands, Pt(acac)2 does not show any emission corresponding to 
clusters event though it has good catalytic activity after a shorter 
induction time (see Figure 3 and Figures S18-S19). No plas-
monic bands were found in the corresponding absorption spec-
tra for Pt(acac)2, and UPLC–ESI–MS detects peaks correspond-
ing to Pt(acac) and Pt(acac)2 species with no heavier aggregates. 
These results indicate that single Pt atoms are formed from 
Pt(acac)2 and that they are catalytically active. When the highly 
coordinating ligand diphosphine (1,2-bis(diphe-
nylphosphino)ethane (dppe, bite angle 86 º) was added at the 
first moment of the Heck reaction in Table 1, we observed that 
the reaction does not work for Pt(acac)2 and PtCl4 because the 
phosphine is coordinated so hard that both Pt cations hampered 
the reduction. When adding dppe after 20 minutes of reaction, 
the reaction curve suddenly stops for Pt(acac)2 and continues 
growing for PtCl4, nearly unaltered, with clear, fluorescent 
bands for clusters (Figure S20). These results strongly support 
that single Pt atoms are formed from Pt(acac)2 and Pt clusters 
are formed from PtCl4. If this is so, and in order to further com-
pare the intrinsic catalytic activity of Pt single atoms and clus-
ters, it may very well be that the clusters formed from PtCl4 
could act as seeds to incorporate the single Pt atoms from 
Pt(acac)2, thus forming more catalytically active clusters. In-
deed, the mixture of both Pt salts generates a large amount of 
clusters and, gratifyingly, shows that by adding just 0.2 mol% 
of PtCl4 to a reaction with catalytic Pt(acac)2, the TOF nearly 
triples (Figure S21 and Table S3). The opposite combination 
also works in that way, but produces smaller increases in the 
rate. It is noteworthy that the TOF is calculated based on the 
total Pt atoms, thus the TOF per cluster is much higher than the 
TOF per single atom in all cases. These results clearly show that 
Pt clusters are more active than single atoms and that the com-
bination of PtCl4 and Pt(acac)2 generates a much more powerful 
catalyst. Following this rationale, the addition of Pt NPs to the 
medium should not produce any reaction rate increase and even 
reduce the catalytic activity of the subnanometer species after 
incorporation of the latter onto the former, which indeed occurs 
(Figure S22 and Table S3) and illustrates the need of having 
subnanometer species to catalyze the reaction. 
All of the above strongly support that sub–nanometer Pt spe-
cies, both clusters and single atoms, form under typical reaction 
conditions for the Heck reaction, regardless of the initial source 
of Pt employed and that the tiny Pt clusters are the true catalyt-
ically active species.2,11  
 
Reaction mechanism of Heck coupling on Pd and Pt clus-
ters. 
Reactivity results. The accepted steps of the Heck reaction on 
organometallics include, in the following order, oxidative addi-
tion, alkene migratory insertion, β–hydride elimination and re-
ductive elimination.4 The uniqueness of the first group VIII 
transition metals, Ni and Pd, to catalyze the Heck reaction is a 
response to the need of articulating the intermediate steps at 
similar rates compared to the oxidative addition and reductive 

elimination steps. This is in contrast to other couplings where a 
transmetallation step circumvents the need for exclusively acti-
vating C atoms. 
    In principle, Pt0 is amenable not only to alkene migratory in-
sertion,14 β–hydride elimination15 and reductive elimination,16 
but also oxidative addition of the Csp2–halide bond.17,18 The lat-
ter is generally the RDS of the reaction, and has been unambig-
uously snapshotted with a variety of single-atom, heavy–late or-
ganometallic complexes of Pt and Au.17,18 However, kinetics for 
different sub–nanometer cluster catalysts and reagent concen-
trations at initial reaction times show that the rate equation is v0 

= kapp1[Pd][PhBr][KOAc][acrylate]-1 and v0 = 
kapp2[Pt][PhI][KOAc][acrylate] for Pd and Pt clusters, respec-
tively, which indicates that all of the reagents are implicated in 
the RDS of the reaction (Figures S23-24), including those that 
are base-employed. It must be noted that the [base] is irrelevant 
at high concentrations (>0.5 M), and this rapid saturation of the 
catalytic site may also explain why the amount and nature of the 
base has traditionally been obviated from mechanistic studies. 
After the observation that the base appears to affect the reaction 
according to this kinetic data, a second observation of Table 1 
reveals that the activity of Pt clusters is dramatically lost when 
employing Bu3N. Furthermore, KOAc as base is needed to pro-
duce good conversion, although all bases provide good selec-
tivity to the Heck product. This effect does not occur for the Pd 
clusters,2b where amines and other inorganic bases are also ac-
tive. Kinetic measurements made by changing the cation to in-
crease the basicity of the acetate (from Li+ to Cs+) do not show 
any significant influence in the initial rate of the reaction with 
Pt clusters (Figure S25). This, together with the fact that car-
bonates and phosphates of higher pKa (between 9 and 12) are 
not effective either,19 indicates that intermolecular deprotona-
tion based on classical acid–base interactions (in what would be 
the last reductive elimination of the Heck reaction) is not the 
main effect of the base and does not explain why only KOAc is 
effective. The possible dual base/stabilizer role of KOAc was 
also discarded by kinetic experiments where acetyl acetate, 
AcOAc, is added to Bu3N to mimic the effect, which provided 
unsuccessful results similar to Pt clusters (Figure S26). Lastly, 
the acetate is a prototypical ambiphilic base,20 and a chelating 
effect has been previously observed in C-H activation reactions 
promoted by bimetallic molecular complexes.21 Thus, the pos-
sible interaction of the acetate with different Pt atoms of the 
cluster seems reasonable to explain the uniqueness of this base 
to trigger the Pt–catalyzed Heck reaction. 

From the results above, it is clear that the reaction mechanism 
of Heck coupling on Pd or Pt clusters is not straightforward. To 
identify the differences between the metals and determine the 
mechanism, the four elemental steps of the traditional Heck re-
action were studied by means of DFT calculations on Pd3 and 
Pt3 cluster models. 

Theoretical study of the mechanism of Heck coupling on Pd 
and Pt clusters.  
Oxidative addition of iodobenzene. Figure 4 shows that the most 
stable structure for the adsorption of the reactant iodobenzene 
is different in each cluster. For palladium, iodobenzene is pref-
erentially adsorbed through the arene, face to face with the three 
metallic atoms, whereas for platinum, adsorption occurs on the 
edge of the cluster, either through the cycle or along the C-I 
bond.  
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Figure 4. DFT-optimized structures for the oxidative addition of 
iodobenzene to Pd3 (a) and Pt3 (b) clusters.  

Figure 5 shows that this difference in adsorption is readily ex-
plained by the shape of the HOMO and LUMO of each cluster. 
The interaction involves a charge transfer from the HOMO of 
the metal cluster to the LUMO of iodobenzene (σ*(C-I), cen-
tered along the C-I bond) and back-bonding from the LUMO of 
the cluster to the HOMO of the molecule (characterized by a 
mixture of the pz orbital of the I atom and π contributions from 
the ring).22 The LUMO of Pd3 is lower-energy, which enhances 
the back-bonding interaction and is spread in the face of the 
cluster, hence matching the HOMO of iodobenzene and direct-
ing the adsorption of the molecule through the cycle toward this 
face. In spite of this, the adsorption energy is ultimately higher 
for Pt3, presumably due to the rupture of the aromaticity in the 
benzene ring of iodobenzene after planar adsorption on Pd3. 
Other minima close in energy to 1 and 4 can be observed for 
both clusters (see Figure S27). However, it is notable that alt-
hough the same stable adsorptions along the edge of Pd3 are 
found for Pt3 (structures S1 and S2 in Figure S27, approxi-
mately 5 kcal/mol higher in energy), the structure analogous to 
1 with iodobenzene in the face of a Pt3 cluster is almost 26 
kcal/mol less stable (structure S24). Table 2 shows, surpris-
ingly, very low activation energies for this elementary step for 
both clusters: as low as 0.6 and 2.5 kcal/mol for Pd3 and Pt3, 
respectively. The imaginary mode of transition state (TS) 2 in-
volves the displacement of the molecule in the face of the clus-
ter, but as soon as the iodine touches the palladium in this struc-
ture, the molecule dissociates; no intermediate could be stabi-
lized prior to 3 and no other TS more clearly showed the break-
ing of the C-I bond. Alternative paths from the close energy 
minima similarly produce very low barriers (Figure S28). The 
highest barrier of 9 kcal/mol is found for structure 7 of Pt3, 
which is practically isoenergetic with structure 4, but on which 
the breaking of the C-I bond takes place at the corner of one 
platinum atom instead of between two platinum atoms. In addi-
tion, the process is thermodynamically favored for both Pd3 and 
Pt3. Therefore, oxidative addition proceeds with ease in both 
clusters, but even more so in Pd3.  
The oxidative addition step was also calculated for PdCl2 and 
PtCl2 to model the reactivity of Pd2+ and Pt2+ cations, as well as 
for reduced Pd1 and Pt1 single atoms (Figure S29). The activa-
tion barriers on PdCl2 and PtCl2 are > 10 kcal/mol higher than 

on the corresponding reduced atoms, which in turn are ⁓3 
kcal/mol higher than on Pd3 and Pt3 clusters. These values sug-
gest that although single atoms cannot be excluded as catalytic 
species, their reactivity is not higher than that of small clusters, 
which is consistent with the previously described experiments 
with Pt(acac)2.     
Consistent these data, a Hammett plot for different experiments 
with aryl iodides and n–butyl acrylate with Pt clusters (Figure 
S30) gives a ρ value of +1.5, which is an intermediate value 
between the typical value for Pd (+2.3)23 and Cu (+0.5).24 

Table 2. DFT-calculated electronic adsorption energies of the re-
actants, ΔEads(R), activation energies, ΔEact, and electronic reaction 
energies, ΔEreac, for the elemental steps shown in Figures 4-8 (in 
kcal mol-1). Corresponding Gibbs free energies are provided in Ta-
ble S4. 

Path Catalyst ΔEads(R) ΔEact ΔEreac 
Oxidative addition  

1-[2]-3 Pd3 -35.7 0.6 (2.2a) -26.1 (-14.2a) 
4-[5]-6 Pt3 -49.6 2.5 (5.1a) -21.3 (-11. a) 
7-[8]-9  -50.0 9.1 -5.8 

Alkene insertion  
11-[12]-13 Pd3 -36.3 30.2 (18.8a) -3.4 (-11.6a) 
15-[16]-17 Pt3 -62.7 44.8 (27.2a) 23.3 (-3.4a) 

β-elimination  
18-[19]-20 Pd3 - 6.9  -12.7 
21-[22]-23 Pt3 - 3.9 -22.6 

Reductive elimination with KOAc  
24-[25]-26 Pd3 - 29.2 19.9 
27-[28]-29 Pt3 - 27.9 17.2 

Reductive elimination with NMe3  
30-[31]-32 Pd3 -23.4 28.8 28.4 
33-[34]-35 Pt3 -44.1 40.6 28.7 

a For the same paths including a coadsorbed solvent molecule (Figures S32 
and S33). 
 Alkene migratory insertion and β-elimination. Figure 6 shows 
the study of the alkene migratory insertion step, starting by co-
adsorption of n-butyl-acrylate with the most stable product in-
termediates from the previous step. Adsorption structures in 
which the acrylate only interacts through the double bond are 
found to be less-stable than those where oxygen atoms also par-
ticipate (Figure S31a). Other more stable initial structures, by 
9.4 and 7.2 kcal mol-1, were respectively found for Pd3 and Pt3 
(structures 10 and 14 in Figure 6), but the associated barriers 
were too high (more than 50 kcal mol-1) and are not shown. The 
minima and the transition states of this step are similar in both 
metal clusters, and in the TS, the acrylate moves toward the ad-
sorbed phenyl and the interaction of its oxygen atoms is lost. As 
a result, the alkene insertion is a difficult process in the two sys-
tems, and again is more difficult for Pt3 than Pd3 (see Table 2). 
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Figure 5. Molecular orbital distribution and composition of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals of a) Pt3 and Pd3 
clusters calculated at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level and b) Iodo-, Bromo- and Chlorobenzene adapted from ref. 22. 

 

Figure 6. DFT-optimized structures for the alkene insertion of io-
dobenzene into Pd3 (a) and Pt3 (b) clusters.   

Then, the β-elimination step generates the final product, as 
shown in Figure 7. The abstraction of the hydrogen atom closest 
to the metal catalyst very clearly leads to the trans product iso-
mer, but this stereospecificity is derived from the previous ad-
sorption mode of the n-butyl-acrylate to the metal. Indeed, the 
fact that minima are more stable  when one of the oxygen atoms 
of the molecule also participates in the adsorption causes a ste-
ric impediment for any molecule that is derived from the cis 
side. Adsorption of a styrene molecule on the cluster (Figure 
S31c) shows that this must also be the case for styrenes, as the 
participation of the aromatic ring in the adsorption also stabi-
lizes the system. As a result, in the coupling step, the adsorbed 
phenyl always prefers the opposite side of the adsorbed double 
bond, thus leading to the trans product isomer that is consistent 
with the experiment. 

 

Figure 7. DFT-optimized structures for the β-elimination step for 
Pd3 (a) and Pt3 (b) clusters. 

Reductive elimination. The final step of the coupling is the re-
covery of the clean cluster catalyst in order to start a new cycle, 
which is achieved through a reductive elimination step by reac-
tion with a base. Figure 8 models both acetate and trimethyla-
mine (NMe3, as a simplified model representative of Bu3N), as 
the greatest differential behavior between Pt3 and Pd3 lies in the 
inactivity of the former with Bu3N. Note that in the case of the 
acetate, the iodine anion is removed, assuming its reaction with 
the K+ cation. 



 

 

Figure 8. DFT-optimized structures for the reductive elimination 
step with acetate (a) and trimethylamine (b) for Pd3 (top) and Pt3 
(bottom) clusters. 

The acetate adsorbs on the metal cluster through the two oxygen 
atoms, whereas trimethylamine produces a single interaction 
through its nitrogen atom. This step constitutes a difficult pro-
cess for the two bases in both metal clusters, but a 10 kcal mol-

1 higher barrier is obtained for Pt3 with NMe3 (see Table 2). The 
difference in these processes for the two metals lies in the in-
creased adsorption of trimethylamine on the Pt3HI intermediate 
compared to that on Pd3HI. Indeed, hydrogen and iodine pref-
erentially adsorb into the facets of the palladium cluster, which 
leaves all metal atoms more coordinated than in platinum. Thus, 
although adsorption energies of reactants are consistently 
higher on Pt3 (see Table 2 and Figures S26, S31), the adsorption 
energy of NMe3 further increases by 6 kcal mol-1 when going 
from clean Pt3 to Pt3HI. In the case of palladium, the adsorption 
energy additionally decreases when going from the analogous 
Pd3 to Pd3HI (by 2 kcal mol-1). In the case of acetate, the transi-
tion state does not require complete desorption of the base in 
either system, and similar barriers are produced for the two met-
als. Note that the consistently higher adsorption energy for plat-
inum is nevertheless also observed when evaluating the adsorp-
tion of the resulting acetic acid, which is 13 kcal mol-1 more 
stable than Pt3 (-33.0 vs -19.9). 
Proposed mechanism. 
The surprising differences in the barriers for the first two ele-
mentary steps on the small clusters, with respect to what is tra-
ditionally found for organometallics and with the oxidative ad-
dition not being the RDS of the reaction, seem to be caused by 
the metallic nature of the catalytically active species and by the 
additional participation of more than one metal atom in the pro-
cess. Thus, while this produces the desired easier breaking of 
the C-I bond of iodobenzene, it also allows a higher stabiliza-
tion of the fragments for the subsequent coupling. As a conse-
quence, higher activation barriers are obtained for the alkene 

coupling step. However, note that the inclusion of only one mol-
ecule of each pertinent reactant in our model neglects the effect 
that the coadsorption of other reactant or solvent molecules can 
have in the reaction. Indeed, it is reasonable that additional ad-
sorbed molecules may favor recombination steps and may im-
pede bond-breaking reactions. Furthermore, the relatively large 
adsorption energies of all reactants in both catalysts (Figures 
S27 and S31) support the model of clusters surrounded by in-
teracting molecules. With this in mind, we also simulated the 
oxidative addition and the alkene insertion steps with one sol-
vent molecule of NMP adsorbed in the cluster (Figures S32 and 
S33). The influence of one coadsorbed solvent molecule on the 
oxidative addition step is limited, since activation energy barri-
ers only increase from 0.6 to 2.2 kcal mol-1 for Pd3 and from 2.5 
to 5.1 kcal mol-1 for Pt3. In contrast, the high barrier correspond-
ing to the alkene coupling decreases by more than 10 kcal mol-

1 in both catalysts as soon as another molecule impedes the en-
hanced stabilization of the acrylate through its oxygen atoms. 
Consequently, with the data presented here, it is concluded that 
i) the oxidative addition is not the RDS of the reaction, ii) the 
β-elimination is not a complicated process on either cluster, and 
iii) both the alkene insertion and the final reductive elimination 
steps are two difficult processes for both Pt3 and Pd3 clusters. It 
is therefore not surprising that the rate of the reaction depends 
on what gives rise to the coupling parts of the alkene insertion, 
namely, [PhI] and [acrylate], and on the base, [KOAc]. 
Following the comparison of platinum and palladium, Figure 9 
shows that while the mechanisms are similar for Pt3 and Pd3 
clusters, alkene insertion and reductive elimination by trime-
thylamine are particularly problematic for platinum (see Table 
2). In both cases, the key issue seems to be the enhanced ad-
sorption of reactants with Pt3. If the structures and adsorption 
energies of all reactants on clean clusters are compared (Figures 
S27 and S31), it is clear that iodobenzene and n-butyl acrylate 
generally interact with two atoms of the cluster. Thus, the com-
parable structures with two molecules of NMe3 provide larger 
adsorption energies in the case of Pt3 by at least 10 kcal mol-1. 
The values are, however, much closer for all adsorbates in Pd3, 
hence suggesting poisoning by NMe3 of the Pt3 catalyst. This 
idea is consistent with Cy2NMe providing some activity, as its 
cyclohexyl groups would serve as both stabilizing agents of the 
molecule when desorbing to react and steric impediments to ad-
sorb two molecules of base in close Pt atoms. Indeed, since all 
reagents bind more strongly to Pt3, the interaction of the cluster 
with the base needs to be strong enough to displace one of the 
adsorbed reagents near the adsorbed hydrogen atoms. However, 
it should not be too strong, or it would not be able to desorb and 
react. In such a situation, maintaining a certain degree of stabi-
lization of the base during the reaction would greatly facilitate 
the process, which was observed for acetate, in which one oxy-
gen atom binds the molecule to the cluster while the other inter-
acts with the hydrogen atom. Although inconclusive, these re-
sults indicate that too strong adsorption of the base may be the 
general cause for deactivation in Pt3 and that the combined ef-
fect of adsorption and stabilizing (chelating) interactions of 
KOAc with the cluster are the key to catalyze the Heck reaction 
in this system. Pd3, in contrast, would not have any problem 
with the majority of bases because the adsorption energies of all 
reagents are similar or lower. This, in addition, would also ex-
plain the fact that higher concentrations of the acrylate also de-
crease the catalytic activity, for they would occupy the active 
sites and impede the adsorption and reaction of the base. In Pt3, 
the bases seem to be the more strongly adsorbed species, and a 



 

higher concentration of the acrylate only favors the difficult al-
kene migration step and leads to a higher rate of the reaction. 
 

Figure 9. Proposed mechanism for the Heck reaction catalyzed by 
sub–nanometer Pt clusters (a) and free energy profile for the reac-
tion mechanisms explored for Pd3 (light blue) and Pt3 (dark blue) 
using KOAc as a base (b). Yellow and orange lines correspond to 
the reductive elimination by NMe3 in Pd3 and Pt3, respectively. 
Minima are indicated by rectangles. The adsorption energy of OAc 
is unknown and its reductive elimination step was aligned with that 
of NMe3. 

Figure 9a depicts the proposed mechanism for the Heck reac-
tion catalyzed by sub–nanometer Pt clusters, taking into ac-
count all abovementioned considerations. The mechanism for 
Pd clusters would be analogous, but extendable to other bases.  
Oxidative addition of bromobenzene and chlorobenzene. 
Taking into account the low energy barriers obtained for the ox-
idative addition of iodobenzene on the two clusters, as well as 
the fact that the Heck reaction with bromoarenes also occurs 
with palladium, we theoretically investigated the oxidative ad-
dition of bromobenzene and chlorobenzene to Pd3 and Pt3 clus-
ters (see Figure 10). Table 3 shows that the interaction strength, 
and thus the adsorption energy, of the molecules slightly de-
crease from iodobenzene to bromobenzene and to chloroben-
zene (see also Table 2). In addition, in Pt3 a structure analogous 
to 4 for bromobenzene and chlorobenzene becomes more unsta-
ble, much more for the latter (+6.0 and +10.7 kcal/mol, respec-
tively, see Figure S27). Both observations are again explained 
by investigating the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of each mole-
cule (see Figure 5). Indeed, while their HOMO levels (charac-
terized by the pz orbital of the heteroatom and π contributions 
from the aromatic ring as mentioned before) are similar, the 
σ*(C-X) LUMO increases in energy, weakening the back-bond-
ing interaction with the metal. Moreover, it changes in nature. 
Thus,  

 

Figure 10. DFT-optimized structures for the oxidative addition of 
bromobenzene (a, Br in magenta) and chlorobenzene (b, Cl in 
green) on Pd3 (top) and Pt3 (bottom) clusters. 

the σ*(C-X) orbital becomes increasingly destabilized in bro-
mobenzene and more specifically in chlorobenzene, for which 
an aromatic π* orbital becomes the LUMO.22 As a result, in go-
ing from iodobenzene to chlorobenzene, the interaction is in-
creasingly stabilized when the molecule is adsorbed through the 
cycle. 
While the activation energies for this elemental step follow the 
expected order according to the C-X bond strength, i.e., that of 
iodobenzene is lower than bromobenzene (which is also lower 
than that of chlorobenzene), activation energies are still strik-
ingly low, especially that of Pd3 (see Table 3). In the case of 
chlorobenzene on Pd3, the increased strength of the C-X bond 
allows for stabilizing an additional reaction intermediate and a 
transition state where the breaking of the bond is clearer. In-
deed, after a transition state 46 fully analogous to 2 and 37, an 
intermediate structure with a bent chlorobenzene is found (47), 
whose C-Cl bond breaks through a transition state, 48, that pro-
vides the highest barrier (4,3 kcal mol-1). The fact that both 
structures 47 and 48 are more stable than initial reactant 45, and 
the reasonable presumption of an analogous but lower barrier in 
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Table 3. DFT-calculated electronic adsorption energies of the re-
actants, ΔEads(R), activation energies, ΔEact, and electronic reaction 
energies, ΔEreac, for the oxidative addition of bromobenzene and 
chlorobenzene shown in Figure 10 (in kcal mol-1). 

 
the case of iodobenzene and bromobenzene, explains why the 
optimization of the structures always leads to structures 3 and 
38, respectively. 
For Pt3, transition states 40 and 51 are analogous to 8, whereas 
TS 43 is analogous to 5. The oxidative addition of chloroben-
zene on Pt3 is neither kinetically nor thermodynamically fa-
vored. However, in the case of bromobenzene, although struc-
ture 42 is 6.0 kcal mol-1 higher than structure 39 in energy, it 
also provides a much lower barrier of only 1.8 kcal mol-1 (7.8 
from the most stable minimum). Therefore, although barriers 
are higher on Pt3 with respect to Pd3, according to these results, 
the oxidative addition could also be possible for bromobenzene 
on Pt3. 
Figure 11 shows that Pt@EVOH experimentally catalyzes the 
Heck reaction not only for different aryl iodides but also for aryl 
bromides with alkenes in the presence of KOAc. Aryl iodides 
react well with acrylates and styrene to produce good to excel-
lent yields of the coupled products A5–A15, including the in-
dustrially produced UV–protecting agent cinnamyl A16. Aryl 
bromides are also reactive and produce the same products, but 
with lower yields. It must be noted that EVOH and 
Au@EVOH12 cannot perform the Heck coupling at all with any 
haloarene, in contrast to Pt@EVOH and that the reaction yields 
of the desired products are also dependent on the type of sub-
stituents, even though the oxidative addition is not the only 
RDS. 
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Figure 11. Results of the Heck cross–coupling reaction of different 
iodo- and bromoarenes with alkenes using Pt@EVOH as a catalyst. 
GC yields, between brackets isolated yields. For full conversion of 
aryl iodides, mass balance completes with biphenyl and benzene 
derivatives. For aryl bromides, a 20% of biphenyl and benzene de-
rivatives is typical. 

In summary, the oxidative addition does not limit the Heck re-
action for neither clustered nor single atoms and that the chosen 
base has a larger impact on reactivity than was traditionally 
thought. These results lead us to think that the base may ulti-
mately control the result of not only the Heck reaction but also 
other cross–coupling reactions on both Pt and Pd subnanometer 
catalysts. 
Base–controlled Heck, Suzuki and Sonogashira reactions 
catalyzed by Pt@EVOH and Pd@EVOH. 
Table 4 shows competitive reaction experiments for the Heck, 
Suzuki and Sonogashira reactions catalyzed by Pt@EVOH and 
Pd@EVOH in the presence of different bases (see Table S5 for 
non–competitive experiments and Figure S34 for a more visual 
representation). 
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Table 4. Results for the Heck, Suzuki and Sonogashira reactions 
catalyzed by either Pd or Pt@EVOH in the presence of different 
bases, in NMP (0.5 M) at 135 ºC for 2 h. Yields are calculated by 
GC using n–dodecane as an external standard. Conversion refers to 
A17. Mass balance is completed with biphenyls and anisole. 

En-
try 

Cat-
alyst 

Base Conver-
sion (%) 

Yield to 
A13/A20/
A21 (%)b 

TOF0 
A13/A20/A21 

(h-1) 
1a Pt KOAc 64 28/-/33 20 /- /26 
2 Pd 100 57(51)/-/38 430/-/210 
3a Pt K3PO4 42 7/-/34 4/-/22 
4 Pd 100 32/59(56)/

3 
190/530/20 

5 Pt K2CO3 38 3/-/33 -/-/19 
6 Pd 100 36/6/51(39

) 
310/45/420 

7 Pt Bu3N <5 -/-/- -/-/- 
8 Pd 100 91(78)/-/5 1200/-/41 
9a Pd Cy2NMe 100 99(92)/-/- 1325/-/- 

a Same results with Pd3–4 clusters formed in situ, see Ref. 2b. b 
Isolated yields are listed between parentheses. 
 
For Pt, KOAc is still the only base that enables the Heck reac-
tion between iodoanisole A17 and n-butylacrylate A10 to arene 
A18 (entry 1), whereas the Sonogashira reaction with phenyla-
cetylene A19 (entries 3 and 5, product A21) proceeds with 
KOAc, K3PO4 and K2CO3, for which the greatest conversion is 
obtained with KOAc. Bu3N is completely inactive, and the Su-
zuki reaction is not preferential in any case, only providing a 
good yield of product A20 in the individual reaction with 
K2CO3 (entry 6 of Table S5). 
For Pd, the Heck coupling in the presence of amine bases pro-
ceeds without significant amounts of Suzuki or Sonogahira 
products (entries 8 and 9), with KOAc also favoring the Heck 

Path Catalyst ΔEads(R) ΔEact ΔEreac 

Oxidative addition of PhBr 

36-[37]-38 Pd3 -34.2 +1.4 -22.8 

39-[40]-41 Pt3 -46.6 +14.5 -3.8 

42-[43]-44  -40.6 +1.8 -24.7 

Oxidative addition of PhCl 

45-[46]-47 Pd3 -33.1 +2.2 -4.8 

47-[48]-49  - +4.3 -13.2 

50-[51]-52 Pt3 -45.4 +22.4 +0.6 

 



 

product to a lesser extent (entry 2).2b Pd3–4 clusters that formed 
through the endogenous reduction of Pd(OAc)2 in aqueous 
NMP2 show a similar reactivity to Pd@EVOH, strongly sup-
porting the catalytic action of Pd clusters released from the film. 
K3PO4 leads to a dramatic increase in the formation of the Su-
zuki product A20 (entry 4) and K2CO3 causes a substantial in-
crease in the formation of the Sonogashira product A21 (entry 
6) with the Pd@EVOH catalyst. Note that these bases are not 
suitable for generating soluble Pd clusters in–situ from the en-
dogenous reduction of Pd salts,2b and thus Pd@EVOH has un-
veiled the true reactivity of K3PO4 and K2CO3 in the couplings. 
The success in the Suzuki reaction with Pd@EVOH further 
confirms the absence of Pd impurities in Pt@EVOH, which 
does not work under similar reaction conditions. In general, the 
use of Pt and Pd chelate complexes and NPs provided much 
poorer results, although with similar trends regarding the action 
of the base (Tables S6–7 and Figures S35–36).  
With the complete description of the kinetic parameters of the 
Heck reaction and the effect of the base, we tried to further op-
timize the synthesis of the industrially produced UV–protecting 
agent A16. Since the reaction under stoichiometric conditions 
was inversely proportional to the alkene concentration (see 
equation rate above), we optimized the synthesis by changing 
the initial concentrations of both alkene and bromoanisole 
(([Pd] = 0.0005 M, Figure S37). Afterward, we slowly added 
the alkene along the reaction until it reached 1 equivalent, in 
order to maintain the highest catalytic activity during the reac-
tion. In this way, the reaction proceed smoothly and faster than 
before, reaching 97% yield after 4 h (Figure S38). This is a large 
difference compared to the stoichiometric reaction and the one-
time addition of the alkene at the beginning. 
The different results show that the starting bromo- and chloro-
arenes are converted to 10-20% of the homocoupling product 
and another 5-10% of benzene derivatives when the coupling 
reactions are not extremely fast. Theoretical studies show that 
the activation energy barrier for the homocoupling is affordable 
for both metal clusters (Figure S39). Requiring the coadsorption 
of two identical molecules in the same catalytic site, together 
with enhanced adsorption of the n-butyl-acrylate after the oxi-
dative addition of one aryl halide molecule, justifies the lower 
rate of the homocoupling reaction with respect to the desired 
cross-coupling. 

Together, these results indicate that a judicious choice of the 
base maximizes a particular cross–coupling reaction with the 
sub–nanometer metal catalysts, for both Pt and Pd. While the 
theoretical results on KOAc and NMe3 presented herein are in-
deed illustrative of this fact, further calculations on the com-
plete and competitive reaction mechanisms of the Sonogashira 
and Suzuki reactions are necessary to precisely state the specific 
roles of each of the bases in facilitating one reaction over the 
other.25 Nevertheless, in accordance with the ease of overcom-
ing of the energy barrier that was computationally determined 
for the oxidative addition of chlorobenzene by the Pd single at-
oms and clusters, Figure 12 shows that the Suzuki coupling of 
aryl chlorides with different boronic acids proceeds well with 
Pd@EVOH and K3PO4 as a base, to yield the coupling products 
A22-A28. These reaction protocols constitute a rare case of lig-
and-free metal activation of aryl chlorides for Suzuki cross-cou-
pling reactions.  

Cl
+

Pd@EVOH
(1.25 mol%)

K3PO4
 (2 eq.),

NMP (0.5 M),
135 ºC, 24 h

R1

B(OH)2

R2

R2

MeOC
R= H, A22 63% [45]
R= Me, A23 70%
R= Cl, A24 42%

A25 73%

CN Me

A26 47%

MeOC

N

A27 54% A28 61%O

Ph

R

(1.5 eq.) R1 A22-A28

 

Figure 12. Results for the Heck cross–coupling reaction of aryl 
chlorides and phenyl boronic acids using Pd@EVOH as a catalyst 
and K3PO4 as a base. GC yields; isolated yields are reported be-
tween brackets. The corresponding biphenyl and benzene deriva-
tives of the aryl halides were found as byproducts in minor amounts 
(<20%).  

CONCLUSIONS 
The Heck, Suzuki or Sonogashira cross–coupling reactions are 
selectively catalyzed by sub–nanometer Pd as well as Pt clusters 
with <5 atoms, depending on the base employed. The clusters 
were prepared within EVOH co–polymer films and were liber-
ated under demand in the required reaction media, which allows 
unveiling the particular reactivity of the bases in different sol-
vents. A combined experimental and computational study 
shows that the base–controlling effect arises from overcoming 
the energetic barrier of the oxidative addition and translating the 
RDS of the coupling to a later step where the base actively par-
ticipates. Indeed, computational calculations indicate that an 
adequate balance of the adsorption strength of the base and its 
ability to undergo the reductive elimination step is key to cata-
lyzing the Heck reaction. With a suitable base, the ligand–free 
Pt–catalyzed Heck coupling of aryl iodides and bromides, as 
well as the Pd–catalyzed Suzuki coupling of aryl chlorides, 
could successfully be performed, bringing Pt into the selected 
group of well–defined metals that can be used as catalysts for 
the Heck reaction. These results open the possibility of design-
ing future cross-coupling reactions-based not only on the cata-
lyst but also on the base.  
 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
Preparation of M@EVOH (M=Pd or Pt). Pellets (2 mm diam-
eter, 3 mm long) of EVOH with ethylene molar contents of 26 
(EVOH26), 29 (EVOH29), 32 (EVOH32) and 44 (EVOH44) 
were supplied by The Nippon Chemical Company (Osaka, Ja-
pan). 13 g of EVOH29 were initially dissolved in 100 mL of a 
1:1 (v:v) 1–propanol:distilled water mixture that was heated at 
75 ˚C under reflux. Once the copolymer was completely dis-
solved, the mixture was left to cool to room temperature, after 
which PdOAc2 or H2PtCl4 were added in order to obtain a metal 
loading of 0.02 mmol M/g dry polymer. The resultant suspen-
sion was spread on a Teflon-coated glass plate using a 200 µm 
spiral bar coater. A digital Mitutoyo micrometer (Metrotec, San 
Sebastian, Spain) was used to determine film thickness, with an 
average value of 0.012± 0.003 mm. 
To evaluate the influence of film thickness, the ethylene molar 
percentage of EVOH as well as the influence of UV radiation 
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of the film in the formation of M clusters of different materials 
were obtained. To obtain thicker films, a 100 µm spiral bar 
coater was also used to provide films with 0.022 ± 0.004 mm of 
thickness. To check the effect of copolymer composition, films 
based on three EVOH precursors (EVOH26, EVOH32 and 
EVOH44) were also prepared using the same procedure. To de-
termine the effect of radiation on cluster formation in the films, 
M@EVOH films were exposed to the radiation of a Heraeus 
NIQ 80/36U lamp at 5-cm distance for 15 min. 
Typical procedure for cross–coupling reactions catalyzed by 
M@EVOH (M= Pd or Pt). The EVOH film (typically 44 mg, 1 
mol% in metal for the reaction) was weighted in a 2-ml vial 
equipped with a magnetic stir bar. Then, the solvent (0.2 ml), 
aryl halide (0.1 mmol), coupling partner (alkene, boronic acid 
or alkyne, 0.12–0.2 mmol) and KOAc (11–19 mg, 0.12–0.2 
mmol) were added, and the resulting mixture was placed in a 
pre–heated stainless block reactor at 135 ºC under magnetic stir-
ring. After the desired time, the samples were diluted with di-
chloromethane (1 ml) and the mixture was stirred, filtered and 
analyzed by GC and GC–MS after adding n–dodecane (22 μl, 
0.1 mmol) as an external standard. For kinetics, the reaction was 
upscaled 10 times and 25 μl aliquots were periodically col-
lected, treated as indicated above, and analyzed by GC. 
Reaction order for Pd and Pt clusters. The metal clusters were 
either leached out from M@EVOH or prepared in situ by en-
dogenous reduction under reaction conditions. In a general ex-
periment, potassium acetate (0.15–0.60 mmol) was added to a 
glass 2 ml GC vial equipped with a magnetic stirrer. Then, NMP 
(1 ml), bromo or iodobenzene (0.25–0.75 mmol), n–butyl acry-
late (0.25–0.75 mmol) and n–dodecane as an internal standard 
were added, after which the vial was closed and stirred at 135 
ºC for 10 minutes. Then, either M@EVOH or a 0.1 M solution 
of Pd(OAc)2 or Pt(acac)2 in NMP (0.0025–0.0075 mmol metal) 
were added, and aliquots were taken during the first hours of 
the reaction to measure initial rates. 
Computational details. All calculations in this work are based 
on density functional theory (DFT). Geometry optimizations 
were carried out employing the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation 
Package (VASP),26 spin–polarized and using the PW91 func-
tion. The valence density was expanded in a plane wave basis 
set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV, and the effect of the 
core electrons in the valence density was taken into account by 
means of the projected augmented wave (PAW) formalism. The 
cluster and molecules were placed in a 20x20x20 Å3 cubic box 
that was large enough to avoid spurious interactions between 
periodically repeated systems, and an integration in the recipro-
cal space was carried out at the Γ k–point of the Brillouin zone. 
The positions of all atoms in the system were fully optimized 
without any restriction and all stationary points were character-
ized by partial Hessian frequency calculations in which the at-
oms of the cluster remained fixed. The latter were additionally 
used to calculate the corresponding free energies through parti-
tion functions. Transition states were located using the DIMER 
or CI-NEB algorithms.27 The Gaussian 09 program package28 
was employed to obtain the molecular orbital distribution of the 
clusters using the natural bond order (NBO) approach,29 reopti-
mizing the structures at the B3LYP30,31/LANL2DZ32,33 level. 
The ChemCraft34 program was employed to obtain a graphical 
representation of the molecular orbitals; in addition, the jmol35 
and MOLDEN36 programs were used to build and visualize the 
systems and their frequencies throughout the work. 

Microscopy measurements. Electron microscopy studies were 
performed on an FEI Titan Themis 60–300 Double Aberration 
Corrected microscope operated at 200kV. The aberrations of 
the condenser lenses were corrected up to the fourth–order us-
ing the Zemlin tableau to obtain a sub–Angstrom electron 
probe. A condenser aperture of 50 μm yielding an electron 
probe with a convergence angle of 20 mrad was used. To avoid 
sample modification under the electron probe, a beam current 
of 0.025 nA was used. The XEDS hypermaps were recorded 
using a Super–X EDS detector and 4 window–less XEDS de-
tectors surrounding the TEM sample. The background correc-
tion and the deconvolution to extract the contribution of the K 
lines of S and Ca, respectively, and the L lines of Pt, were car-
ried out using Bruker proprietary software, Esprit 1.94. STEM 
samples were prepared by depositing small amounts of 
Pt@EVOH dispersed in organic solution onto holey–carbon-
coated Cu grids and leaving the solvent to evaporate. After 
preparation, samples were maintained in vacuum conditions. 
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